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infrastructure projects to tackle a chronic energy
crisis and economic malaise in his country.At
the Great Hall of the People in the Chinese
capital, Nawaz Sharif said his welcome
"reminds me of the saying, our friendship is
higher than the Himalayas and deeper than the
deepest sea in the world, and sweeter than
honey".Li told him: "I greatly appreciate your
great warmth and deep affection for the people
of China." The Chinese premier was the first
foreign leader to visit Pakistan after Nawaz
Sharif's victory at the polls.Beijing has been
involved with the upgrade of the Karakoram
Highway as part of a proposed economic
corridor between the two countries. Earlier this
year, China took control of Pakistan's Gwadar
port, giving it access to the Arabian Sea and
Strait of Hormuz, a gateway for a third of the
world's traded oil.China-Pakistan trade last year
reached $12 billion and is targeted to rise to $15
billion in the next two to three years.On
Thursday, PM Nawaz held talks with Chinese
President Xi Jinping, amid concerns in his
country over weak growth, inflation and power
cuts of up to 20 hours a day.Xi, who referred to
Nawaz Sharif as an old friend and a good
brother, said strengthening strategic cooperation
with Islamabad was a priority for China's
diplomacy, the state-run broadcaster China
Central Television reported.Sharif said his
country welcomed Chinese investment and
would work to create a friendly environment for
it.The threat of terrorism is also expected to

aid missions helping internally displaced
Syrians.Last week Turkish police raided offices
of two humanitarian aid missions operating in
war-torn Syria and deported four foreigners,
witnesses said.A Turkish official however
denied the action was linked to the nationwide
demonstrations that presented the Islamicrooted Justice and Development Party (AKP)
with its most serious challenge since coming to
power more than a decade ago, saying that
humanitarian aid missions in border regions
must be registered.A source familiar with the
humanitarian efforts in Syria gave an account of
two separate cases in the city of Antakya near the
border with Syria where police detained one
Spanish, one German and two British aid
workers and deported them after hours of
interrogation.“You're aware of how difficult it is
for humanitarians to operate in Syria, but we're
also coming under increasing pressure from the
Turkish state,” the source told AFP on the
phone.“In one case last Wednesday an NGO
staff member was forced off the road by
unmarked police cars. Police caught him when
he tried to run. His flat was searched. He was
interrogated for hours and detained before being
transferred to a counter-terrorism unit,” the
source added.The following day, 30 police
officers raided another NGO office, which was
in the process of registration, according to the
source.“The charges shifted from evasion of
police to drugs and to the suspicion of fomenting
unrest,” he said.Several weeks of unrest,
sparked by a local environment campaign to
save a central Istanbul park from demolition,
grew into nationwide protests.
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Ties With Pakistan Important: US

ISLAMABAD, July 4: A delegation led
by Standard Chartered (UK) Group CEO
Peter Sands met Finance Minister Ishaq
Dar on Thursday and discussed the bank's
proposal to extend facility for NeelumJhelum Hydropower Project and oil
financing through the Pakistan State Oil
(PSO).Dar said the future of economy
was in revenue generation and resource
mobilisation.He told Sands the
government and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) had reached an
agreement for a three-year programme of at least $5.3 billion under an
extended fund facility.He said the government’s priorities were “three E’s,
including improvement in Economy.

WASHINGTON: The United States
recognises the importance of its relationship
with Pakistan and is not seeking to
downgrade the ties, says the State
Department.At a Wednesday afternoon
briefing, the department’s spokesperson Jen
Psaki rejected suggestions that a reduction
in the Obama administration’s aid requests
for Pakistan indicated Washington’s desire
to downgrade its relationship with
Islamabad.The US aid to Pakistan “has been
very extensive over the course of the last
several years and Secretary of State John Kerry, when he was in the Senate,
was a very big advocate” of this assistance, Ms Psaki said.. “The secretary is
looking forward to visiting Pakistan. He would like to be able to spend some
time on the ground,” Ms Psaki said.

Bolivia's Leader Threatens To
Close US Embassy

CJ Will Not Hear Musharraf Bail
Case

COCHABAMBA: Bolivia's president
threatened Thursday to close the US
embassy as leftist Latin American
leaders joined him in blasting Europe and
the United States after his plane was
rerouted amid suspicions US fugitive
Edward Snowden was aboard.President
Evo Morales, who has suggested the
United States pressured European
nations to deny him their airspace,
warned he would “study, if necessary, closing the US embassy in
Bolivia.””We don't need a US embassy in Bolivia,” he said. “My hand
would not shake to close the US embassy. We have dignity, sovereignty.
Without the United States, we are better politically, democratically.”

ISLAMABAD: Chief Justice Iftikhar
Mohammad Chaudhry has recused himself
from the bench hearing an appeal against
post-arrest bail granted to retired General
Pervez Musharraf by the Islamabad High
Court (IHC) in a case relating to detention
of judges after the proclamation of
emergency on Nov 3, 2007.“I shall not hear
the plea for cancelling the bail granted by
the high court,” the chief justice said on
Monday and directed the Supreme Court’s
office to send the case filed by advocate Aslam Ghumman to another
bench.The court office had placed the appeal before a bench headed by the
chief justice who had also remained in detention until his reinstatement in
March 2009.

Court Sends Fugitive Ogra Chief
On 14-Day Physical Remand
ABU DHABI: An accountability court in
Islamabad sent Tauqir Sadiq, the fugitive
former chief of the Oil and Gas Regularity
Authority (Ogra), on a 14-day physical
remand on Tuesday.The UAE authorities
handed over Sadiq, who is accused of
being involved in a multi-billion rupee
scam, to a team of officials of the NAB on
Monday night.Appearing in the
Islamabad court on Tuesday, Sadiq
pleaded innocent before the bench, and accused authorities of mistreating
him.Sadiq claimed his life was in danger. “I should be granted access to
legal counsel. NAB officials are threatening to break my bones and shoot
me to death, pressurizing me into pleading guilty,” he claimed.

Legislators To Vet IMF Deal: Dar
ISLAMABAD, July 8: Finance Minister
Ishaq Dar has said the agreement with the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) will
be presented before the Parliament to
ensure that the deal by the government is
fair and transparent.“We will not hide
anything from the nation and all deeds of
the government are open and
transparent,” he said at the inaugural
ceremony of the two-day Microfinance
Summit-2013 here on Monday.Talking to
newsmen, the finance minister said that
Pakistan had requested for $7.3 billion support load from the IMF and an
application is with the IMF board. However, they have already agreed to
grant the loan amounting to $5.3bn.
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Wasim Akram To Marry Australian
Girlfriend
KARACHI: Legendary Pakistan paceman Wasim
Akram said Monday he will marry his Australian
girlfriend, who has converted to Islam and will
settle in his home country. Australian media

reported that Wasim proposed on bended knee to
Shaniera Thompson in her living room.“Yes, I will
marry next year and I've known Shaniera for the
last one-and-a-half years and she has converted to
Islam,” Wasim told AFP by telephone from
England.“I feel lucky that I have got a second
chance in life.” The 47-year-old's first wife Huma
died in 2009. Wasim said Thompson, a former
public relations consultant, will settle in Pakistan.
“She is close to my kids who are also excited and
my in-laws (Huma's parents) also endorsed the
decision after meeting her,” said Wasim, who has
two sons from his previous marriage. “It will be a
new life, a new beginning and I hope that we will
settle down well with the best wishes of family and
fans,” he said. Wasim played 104 Tests and 356
one-day internationals for Pakistan in a career
lasting from 1984 to 2003. He was regarded as one
of the best left-arm fast bowlers to have played the
game and remains a major celebrity in Pakistan.
Wasim was player of the tournament in the
country's only triumph in the World Cup, in
Australia in 1992. He captained Pakistan to a
runners-up finish in the 1999 World Cup in
England.

Indian Actor Shah Rukh Khan Announces
New Baby
NEW DELHI: Bollywood star Shah Rukh Khan
has confirmed that he's the father of a new baby
amid feverish media speculation.Talking to

reporters at a news conference to promote the
music from his latest film, Khan said late
Wednesday that the news was "extremely
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personal." There's been much speculation in Indian
media over the last few weeks that Khan and his
wife became parents to a baby boy via a surrogate
and that the actor knew the baby's gender ahead of
the birth — an act that is illegal in India to prevent
the practice of aborting female fetuses due to a
cultural preference for sons.Khan did not give any
details Wednesday and did not mention the baby's
gender, but said he would share more publicly
when the speculation settles down. Khan said he
wanted everyone, including government officials
who are investigating whether he knew the baby's
gender before the birth, to work with the same
"alacrity in finding out and doing the enthusiastic
investigation they are doing upon my baby upon
other things which they should be lending their
thoughts to right now." "When the sad part gets
over, I will share everything with you," Khan said.
Khan and his wife have two other children, a son
and a daughter, both in their teens. The 47-year-old
actor is busy promoting his latest film, "Chennai
Express," which is set to be released in August. In
2011, actor Aamir Khan spoke openly about how
he and his wife, filmmaker Kiran Rao, had
struggled with fertility issues before they decided
to have a baby using a gestational surrogate.

Indian Film 'Raanjhanaa' Banned In
Pakistan
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has banned an Indian
film about the love affair of a Muslim-Hindu
couple on the grounds that it could offend viewers
in the conservative Islamic republic, officials said

Friday. "Raanjhanaa" was scheduled for release in
June, but Pakistan's Film Censor Board refused to
clear it for cinema showings. "The censor board
did not clear this movie because of its controversial
story," Arshad Ali, a senior government official
and chairman of the board, told Sync. "The board
recommended that the movie's storyline could
offend the majority Muslim population in the
country and a law and order situation could arise in
response," he said. According to press reports the
film is the love story of a Hindu man and a Muslim
woman. While a huge array of Western and
Bollywood films can be bought over the counter on
pirated DVD in Pakistan, the censor board
routinely bans productions deemed too sensitive
for cinemas. Pakistani movie distributors
boycotted Hollywood film "Zero Dark Thirty"
about the hunt for Osama bin Laden, who was
killed by US troops in Pakistan on May 2, 2011 to
the country's humiliating. In 2012, Pakistan
banned Agent Vinod, India's answer to James Bond

in which an Indian secret agent thwarts Pakistani
spies from detonating a nuclear bomb in Delhi.
India and Pakistan have fought three wars since
independence from British rule in 1947. In 2010,
censors also refused permission for Indian film
"Tere bin Laden", which poked fun at bin Laden.
The board claimed it would incite suicide attacks.
Pakistan's own film industry declined in recent
years, finding itself unable to compete with the
huge popularity of Bollywood productions.

Country Music Star Randy Travis Out Of
Surgery After Stroke
DALLAS: Grammy award-winning country music
singer Randy Travis is out of emergency surgery
but still in critical condition after suffering a stroke
in a Texas hospital, representatives for the singer

and the medical facility said late on
Wednesday.The procedure was intended to relieve
pressure on the brain of the 54-year-old Travis,
who was hospitalized on Sunday for a heart
condition caused by a virus, Baylor Health Care
System said in a statement on its website."He is out
of surgery and remains in critical condition," the
singer's spokesman Kirt Webster said in an
email.Webster had earlier said the singer's family
and friends were with him at the Heart Hospital
Baylor Plano, located north of Dallas, and that they
requested the prayers and support of his fans. The
representative said Travis' stroke was a
"complication of his congestive heart failure."
Webster did not specify what type of stroke the 54year-old singer had suffered.The announcement of
the stroke came just hours after doctors spoke
publicly for the first time about his condition,
saying the singer had been responding to treatment
three days after being hospitalized for his heart
c o n d i t i o n . Tr a v i s w a s s u f f e r i n g f r o m
cardiomyopathy and congestive heart failure when
he was admitted on Sunday, his doctors
said.Cardiomyopathy weakens and enlarges the
heart, making it difficult for the organ to pump, and
can lead to heart failure.His publicist had said on
Tuesday that Travis had undergone a procedure to
place a device in his heart to help it pump on its
own.A six-time Grammy award winner known for
hits such as "Forever and Ever, Amen" and "Three
Wooden Crosses," Travis has received an
outpouring of well wishes from country music
stars and his fans.The singer, who lives in Tioga
about 60 miles north of Dallas, was in excellent
health until three weeks ago when he developed a
viral upper respiratory illness, one of his doctors
said.
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Rana Noman
Rana Noman another strong designer who is continuously
participating at Pakistan Fashion Week London. This guy is
a favorite of eastern women, living in west and he is a
concerned provider to those fashion savvy consumers.
Women worship him in Pakistan to design their clothes for
events especially weddings.
Women who love to dress up glamorously eastern are
addicted to Rana Noman's clothing range. It's purely
traditional and Mughal inspired.
He is a great Eastern Wear Designer who designs
conventional rich clothes for modern women of today by
selecting luxurious fabrics and trims with figure friendly
silhouettes.
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Want to lighten your
skin tone?
Have you ever wondered why early childhood photos of many top
celebrities show a much darker skin color than they have now?
Have you also longed for a much whiter complexion? We’ll tell you
all you need to know about skin whitening...
What is skin whitening?
Skin whitening is a type of cosmetic treatment that may be used to lighten skin colour, and for certain
pigmentation problems. The whitening treatment can help lighten a tan, fade scars, and alleviate dark
patches on the skin.
How is it done?
Topical skin lightening creams and lotions often contain chemical agents such as hydroquinone and
azelaic acid. Some whitening creams have plant extracts that could have a bleaching effect on the skin. A
dermatologist may prescribe a high concentration whitening cream, or perform a procedure such as a
chemical peel for pigmentation irregularities.
Popular treatment
Arbutin is a new type of skin de-pigmentation and whitening agents, an extract of Bearberry plant which
is very popular in Japan and Asian countries for skin de-pigmentation. Arbutin has been used to prevent
pigmentation and to whiten the skin beautifully. It can be used to whiten the skin, to prevent liver spots
and freckles, to treat sunburn marks and to regulate melanogenesis.
Vitamins
Retinol is the most important natural form of vitamin A. Vitamin A is the first vitamin to be used topically
for the treatment of damaged human skin. Today, the term vitamin A is applied to retinol (Vitamin A
alcohol), retinal (Vitamin A aldehyde) and tretinoin (Vitamin A acid). Vitamin A stimulates mitotic
activity and the production of collagen - the stuff skin is made of. Retinol or Vitamin A helps to renew
and exfoliate the skin, giving a new lighter, beautiful skin.
Peels
Skin whitening treatments include chemical peels using fruit acids or other peeling agents. The
procedure typically involves application of a peeling solution such as an alpha-hydoxy acid to exfoliate
the darker, pigmented skin. A cosmetologist could perform a procedure known as dermabrasion to lessen
acne scars, brown spots, and similar pigmentation problems. In this technique, the skin's surface is
lightly rubbed with a special device.
FluorOxygen+C treatment
The FluorOxygen+C treatment, introduced at Bella Vita-Skin Care Boutique, is based on scientific
dermatological formulations, treats photo-aging, sun-damaged and hyper pigmented skin through an
innovative combination of Vitamins A, E, and C, Retinol, Salicylic acid, Glycolic Acid, Lactic Acid,
Kojic Acid and Bearberry Extract to lighten and rejuvenate the skin for short and long-term results.
FluorOxygen+C treatment immediate benefits:
Removes the skin's sebum and dead cells
Deeply cleanses the pores
Stimulates fibroblasts
Increases collagen and elastin synthesis
Lightens and brightens skin
Inhibits melanin productionThe Fluoroxygen+C formula encourages simultaneous cell division for thick, uniform tissue, creating a
well-defined, homogenous layer. The optimal levels of Vitamin C stimulate fibroblast activity, reinforce
antioxidant power, lighten skin and stimulate collagen regeneration while Glycolic Acid increases the
synthesis of collagen and elastin, providing anti-aging results. The treatment also moisturises,
rejuvenates and lightens areas of skin that have been damaged making the problem areas less visible.
Fluoroxygen+Ccontains vitamins to revitalize damaged skin while alpha- and beta-hydroxyl acids
exfoliate and provide gentle but effective anti-ageing effects.
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
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HOTTEST TRENDS
Funky
Umbrellas

Colorful, funky, and one
of the best ways to
protect oneself from the
sun! Umbrellas aren’t
just for the rainy days
anymore; they not only
save you from harmful
sun rays, but also add up
to a fashion statement
with their creative looks!
www.syncmag.ca
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PATTERN
The key to wearing this trend
is to mix and match your
patterns strategically, as well
as being mindful of what
you’re comfortable with. If
you’re donning a pattern, let
that piece stand out by
wearing it with more calm,
classic items.
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10 Ways To Shut Off Your
Brain Before Bedtime
Does getting to bed feel like anightmare? For
many of us, as soon as it’s time for bed, the brain
begins buzzing. We might experience racing
thoughts or a thought or two that keeps gnawing at
us. Then those thoughts can turn into worry
thoughts about not being able to function the next
day because we slept poorly. It can become a
vicious cycle. While there’s “no button to push” to
deactivate our thoughts, of course, we can “create
the right associations” to help us sleep well, says
Lawrence Epstein, M.D., chief medical officer
ofSleep HealthCenters and instructor in medicine
at Harvard University.
Below, Dr. Epstein and sleep specialist Stephanie
Silberman, Ph.D, share their insight on quieting
your worries and sleeping well.
1. Realize Sleep Is Essential.
For many of us, sleep is the last thing on our minds
when it comes to living healthfully. And sleep is
the first thing to get sacrificed if we’re pressed for
time.But not getting enough sleep can cause a
variety of issues, includinganxiety. It also prevents
people from performing fully and at their best, Dr.
Epstein says. Plus, sleep deprivation can increase
your risk for health problems such as
hypertension, stroke and diabetes, he says.Once
you realize that sleep is vital to your life, he says,
you can work on sleeping well.
2. Have A Regular Sleep Schedule.
Getting up and going to bed at the same time is key
to good sleep. In fact, Dr. Epstein says that “the
greatest promoter of being able to sleep is being in
sync with your internal clock” or your circadian
rhythms.
3. Create A Pre-sleep Routine.
Along with a consistent sleep/wake schedule,
winding down before bed is one of the best ways to
get your sleep back on track. As Silberman says,
it’s “very hard to shut down your brain or quiet
anxious or worrying thoughts when you’re on the
go before bedtime.” You want to separate your day
from the nighttime, she says.Also, “Our body
craves routine and likes to know what’s coming,”
says Dr. Epstein, also co-author of The Harvard
Medical School Guide to a Good Night’s Sleep.
By creating a pre-sleep ritual, you’re establishing
a clear association between certain activities and
sleep.For instance, if you read before heading to
bed, your body knows that reading at night signals
sleep time. If you take a warm bath before bed
every night, your body recognizes that it’s time to
slow down and relax.Silberman suggests listening
to calming music, stretching or doing relaxation
exercises. If you’re watching TV before bed, make
sure it’s at least a relaxing program, and not
something like the news, she adds.The goal of this
pre-sleep routine is to relax your body and prime it
for sleep, Dr. Epstein says. So if you’re going to
bed at 10 or 11 p.m., “set aside 30 minutes or an
hour for pre-sleep time,” he says.
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4. Write Down Your Worries Earlier In The
Day.
For about 10 to 15 minutes a day, “Write down
what’s on your mind at an earlier time and what
you’re doing about it,” says Silberman, who’s also
author of The Insomnia Workbook: A
Comprehensive Guide to Getting the Sleep You
Need. To kick-start your worry session, she
suggests simply asking yourself, “What are the
things that come to my mind when I’m lying in bed
at night?” If a worrying thought comes up right
before bed, you “can mentally check it off,” and
either say to yourself “I’ve dealt with that,” or
“I’m dealing with it,” she says. This usually helps
to create a “sense of relief.” Avoid writing up your
list before bedtime, Silberman says, because you
want to have enough separation from your
thoughts at night.
5. Use Your Bed For Sleep And Intimacy.
Create a clear association between your bed and
sleep, Dr. Epstein advises. In fact, if you’re having
trouble sleeping, he even advises against reading
in your bed. He says it’s OK to read in your
bedroom but avoid the bed. Similarly, both experts
suggest not watching TV in bed, using your
computer, doing paperwork or texting on your
phone. These activities stimulate your brain,
instead of relaxing you.
6. Create An Optimal Environment.
Creating the right environment for sleep includes
keeping your room dark, quiet and at a moderate
temperature, Dr. Epstein says. Again, this helps
people to relax.
7. Busy Your Brain With Mental Exercises.
Being able to distract yourself from your worries
can be enough to help you fall asleep, Silberman
says. A mental exercise helps your brain focus
away from your worries, she says. It can be as
simple as “thinking of fruits and vegetables with a
certain letter.” Another idea Silberman suggests is

to focus on the details of a particular object, such
as its color, shape, size and what it’s used for. Or
you can recite lyrics from a favorite song.
8. Focus On The Positive.
When you’re lying in bed worrying, it helps to turn
to more positive thoughts, Silberman says. You
can “focus on good memories and happy events.”
9. Practice Relaxation Exercises.
Relaxation exercises are very helpful in reducing
anxiety and racing thoughts, Silberman says.
Exercises to try include progressive muscle
relaxation (going through each muscle group and
tensing and relaxing it) and deep breathing.
10. Participate In Physical Activities.
Exercising regularly helps with sleep, Dr. Epstein
says. It’s also a major anxiety-reducer. But make
sure you exercise a few hours before bedtime, he
notes, since physical activity can be stimulating.
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House Of Zunn
Its not just the furniture, its the style that makes a difference! Specializing in interior design and
furniture manufacturing, House of Zunn was founded in 1998 by a team of two designers
working with a small but very dedicated team. Today House of Zunn has showrooms in UAE and
Pakistan and has grown to become one of the top interior designing and furniture manufacturing
companies in this part of the world with a large team of professionals
working directly with them.
At HOUSE OF ZUNN, the inspiration for residential and commercial collections of contemporary
furniture and accessories can be found in the renewable resources of Asia. Rich, exotic woods
accented by natural Teak and Rosewood provide lasting beauty, style and comfort for any room.
The complementary nature of our collections provides endless design possibilities for your living
room, dining room, bedroom and more.
Contact:

http://www.zunndesigns.com

https://www.facebook.com/HouseofZunn
www.syncmag.ca
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Ramadan is the ninth month in the Islamic
calendar and Muslims are required to fast
during this month. In the Holy Quran it is
stated that:
‘O those who believe, the fasts have been
enjoined upon you as were enjoined upon
those before so that you become Godfearing.’ [Surah Baqarah, 183]
Literally, Sawm (fast) means ‘to abstain’. In
the terminology of Islamic law, Sawm means
‘to abstain from eating, drinking and marital
relations from
dawn until sunset,
but Muslims are
also encouraged
to increase in their
worship in
general and also
the recital of the
Holy Quran. In
accordance with
the practice of
Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him)
Charity is also encouraged in this month and
many choose this time of the year to fulfill the
requirement of Zakaat.
The month of Ramadhan is not like any other
month; its purpose is to rid man of those
habits which he has accumulated throughout
the rest of the year. It is a month that prepares
man for the remaining eleven months by
teaching him discipline and self control.
Thus, ALLAH has made some acts which are
beloved to man, like eating, drinking and
fulfilling one’s desires, Haraam. If man can
control these desires in this month, which are
usually permissible for him, then he can
surely control himself from other desires
which are not permissible throughout the

remaining months.
The reward of every Fardh (compulsory) act
is multiplied seventy times while every Nafl
(optional) act earns the reward of one Fardh
out of Ramadan. (Ibn Khuzaymah). It is
important to understand the latter aspect in its
proper perspective. Tahajjud (Nafl Salah in
the last third of the night) is an extremely great
ibadah (worship). Great virtues have been
narrated for this Salah. However, a lifetime of
tahajjud cannot equal one Fardh of Fajr Salah!
Yet in the month of Ramadan Almighty
ALLAH grants us
the reward of a
Fardh action for
every Nafl
performed.
It is related by Abu
Hurairah (RAA)
that the Apostle of
God (sallallaho
alaihi wa sallam)
said:
“When the month of Ramadhan comes, the
Gates of Heaven are thrown open and the
Gates of Hell are shut, and the devils are
put behind bars” In another report, the
“Gates of Mercy” are mentioned in place of
the “Gates of Heaven”. [Bukhari and
Muslim]
This blessed month has been sent by ALLAH
to His bondsmen so that can create a
connection and draw closer to ALLAH by
reaping the many rewards that lie in this
month. A person who has been given the
opportunity to be present in this month can
take this as a sign that ALLAH Ta’ala has
given him another opportunity to draw closer
to Him and earn His paradise through worship
in this month.

Ramadan Kareem
The Month Of
Blessings
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THINGS TO AVOID DURING
RAMADAN
1. Don’t sleep during the day and pray all
night. By doing this you are converting the
day into night and the night into day, which
is not the purpose of fasting.
2. Avoid being lazy and inactive during the
day.
3. Don’t waste time playing games during
the day. Rather, please ALLAH by
increasing in your worship of him..
4. Don’t ask your wife to spend Ramadan in
the Kitchen. Eat something light and quick.
This way you'll give her more time for
worship.
5. Spend the last 10 days worshipping
ALLAH rather than trying to prepare for
Eid! A night that is better than a thousand
months is in these last 10 nights. You can't
afford to miss this.
6. Don’t stay awake the whole night. Your
body has a right over you, and when it
wants rest, then rest.
7. Avoid excessive socializing after
Taraweeh
8. Avoid shopping a lot in Ramadan.
9. Don’t eat all night.
10. Don’t loiter around at night rather than
worshipping ALLAH.
11. Eid doesn’t require loads of preparation.
Don’t fall into this trap! Keep it simple, and
it will be blessed.
ALLAH has blessed us with the Month of
Ramadan, So make the most of it...
(IN SHAA ALLAH)
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Baihaqi reported on the authority of Salman Al-Farsi (Radhi Allah ‘Anh) that Prophet (‘Alaihi Salat was-Salam) delivered a sermon on the last day of
the month of Sha’ban. In it he (‘Alaihi Salat was-Salam) said,
“O People! The month of Allah (Ramadan) has come with its mercies, blessings and forgivenesses. ALLAH has decreed this month the best
of all months. The days of this month are the best among the days and the nights are the best among the nights and the hours during
Ramadan are the best among the hours. This is a month in which you have been invited by Him (to fast and pray). ALLAH has honoured you
in it. In every breath you take is a reward of ALLAH, your sleep is worship, your good deeds are accepted and your invocations are
answered.”
It can be well comprehended from the above that during this month of Ramadan, Almighty ALLAH makes it easy for us to acquire His blessings,
mercy and forgiveness. There can be no better time to attain this than this blessed month. All that is required on our part is to create in our hearts the
desire, ambition, devotion, zeal, eagerness and that we exert increased efforts to acquire the pleasure of Almighty ALLAH.

Chicken Hotpot

Recipe Ingredients:
1 kg Chicken (boneless)
8 Fresh mushrooms
8 Spring onions
2 tbsp Ginger
4 cloves Garlic
2 tbsp White vinegar
2 tbsp Soya sauce
6 Green chilies
1 tbsp Chicken flour
1 tbsp Corn flour
1cup Chicken stock
1tsp Red chili crushed
2 tbsp Flour
as required Oil
as required Salt

Recipe Method:
Soak the mushrooms in warm water for a while and slice
them.
Add corn flour and salt to the chicken pieces. Set aside
for 10 minutes.
In the meantime add oil in a frying pan and fry the chicken
till they turn golden brown.
In a separate pan add 2-3 tbsps of oil .Tip in the crushed
ground green chilies, chopped spring onions, chopped
garlic, mushrooms and crushed ginger. Cook for 3- 5
minutes.
Then add black pepper, salt and chicken cube mixed in
flour and stir fry. Finally
add the chicken, chicken stock, flour, and vinegar and
Soya sauce.Cook for 2 minutes.
Pour the mixture in an oven proof dish and bake for 10
minutes.
Serve with buns

Chicken Puffs

Recipe Ingredients:
1 Cup boil chicken
1½ Cup chicken
1 Small onion cut into slices
2 Medium size green chillies finely chopped.
oil for frying
4 Eggs
1 cup maida
4 tbsp butter
1 tsp salt
½ tsp black pepper grinded
Recipe Method:
First put the chicken in the pan add butter
and put it on the light flame when butter
dissolves then add flour in it and put off the
flame.
Let it cool for a while and then add chicken
pieces, onion, green chillies, salt, black
pepper and the eggs and mix it and put 1/4
cup of water and mix it well.
Deep fry it like we fry pakoras until they
get golden brown.
Delicious chicken puffs are ready to serve.
Enjoy with ketchup.
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Up Close And Personal With

SAMEER ZUBERI
Sameer Zuberi, was born in Montreal to a
multicultural white-Pakistani family. Zuberi has
experience working in a variety of fields including
legal research, education, public relations, human
rights and the Canadian Reserves. He is a tireless
bridge-builder between minority communities and
Montrealers-at-large.
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Let’s talk with Sameer!
¤ Please give our readers a brief introduction of yourself.
I was born in Montreal, raised in Laval, and am the eldest of six children.
My family is diverse in a number of ways. My mother has Scottish-Italian
roots and my father immigrated from Pakistani in the 70s. Also, our
extended family has Jews, Christians and Muslims. As a result of my multicultural background, tolerance and acceptance has been a major part of
my life. Today, at 33, I have a family of my own. My wife and I have been
living in Pierrefonds for the last five years. We have a three-year-old
daughter and are expecting our second girl this August. For the last ten
years, I have been involved in advocacy work. The bulk has been around
human rights and building bridges within our society. I feel strongly that
we need to have a positive discourse on minorities. This starts with
highlighting the contributions cultural communities make to the social
fabric of our province and country.

¤ What makes the Project Montreal different from other parties?
The key difference, which sets Projet Montréal apart from the other
municipal parties, is that we have never been named in the Charbonneau
Commission into corruption. In the current context, corruption is the
number one issue. And Projet’s track record as being the only clean team
speaks volumes about the party and who is in it.
¤ What is your mandate regarding The Project Montreal?
I am running for the City Councilor in the district of Pierrefonds-Roxboro
East, thearea between highway 13 and boul. St. Jean. My mandate will be
to represent all residents of the district both at Borough Council and at
City Hall.With expertise in human rights and track-record with Montreal’s
cultural communities, I provide a unique and enriching contribution.

When have you joined the Project Montreal Team and what urges
you to join politics and why The Project Montreal?
I joined the Projet Montréal because I the team was made up of good
people. The fact that Projet Montréal has never been named at the
Charbonneau Commission was a critical point. I don’t think I could have
brought myself to join a team that had ethical question marks around it.
When it comes to why I decided to run for office today, the first and
foremost reason is that I want to work for, and contribute to, our societyat-large. I believe that I have unique qualifications which are an asset for
the whole of our society. For me, public service is a way of life. I also chose
to run today in my home district because I believe this race is wholly
winnable. In the last election Projet Montréal came in second in
Pierrefonds-Roxboro. Given the current context of the Charbonneau
Commission, Projet Montréal is the natural choice for voters wanting real
change.
¤

We would like to know about your educational background.
For elementary and high school, I was in the public system. Upon finishing
high school with honors, I went to Marianopolis College. Later, I entered
Mathematics at Concordia, initially with the idea of becoming an actuary.
However, during my Concordia experience, I became involved in a
number of humanitarian causes, which lead me to pursue the path I’m on
today. Currently, I’m back in school to upgrade qualifications and am in my
final year of law at Université de Québec à Montréal.
¤

Would you like to tell us something about the Project Montreal
Party?
Projet Montréal is a party that puts people first. With 13 elected members,
including three on Montreal’s executive committee, and the
administration of two boroughs, Projet Montréal promotes good
governance, integrity, urban planning, sustainable transport, economic
development and cultural vitality. Our platform is ambitious, but realistic.
¤
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¤ What was your dream to accomplish and have you achieved it?
Twelve years ago, when I was at Concordia, I made a personal promise that I’d work for the betterment of our society. And I’m happy to say that
I’ve kept that promise. Since my time at Concordia, I have made working
for our society a way of life.

Sync-Rendezvous

been most rewarding. It’s hard to compare the feeling of helping someone
in need, being able to answer a call, when no one else can. I’ve handled over
a hundred human rights files. Despite the fact that I’ve worked on some high
profile cases, including assisting torture victims, publicity or not, cases
where I make a concrete impact remain most rewarding.
¤ Would you like to share any incident from your personal life that you
can never forget, with our readers?
¤ Which factor in your professional life keeps you motivated?
The fact that I always try to tie in my work, to making a positive In 2002 I was involved in a campaign to assist 1000 non-status Algerians
contribution to our society, keeps me going. If I didn’t feel my work made a refugees. They had been accepted into Canada because their native land
was war torn. However, in 2002, the federal government deemed Algeria
difference, I’d have left it long ago.
safe and was ready to deport the 1000 Montreal Algerians. The issue was
that these people had lived in Canada for years, started lives here, had
¤ You have worked in various fields like law, media relations and human
children, and contributed to our society. Along with a group of other
rights, what has remained your best experience?
concerned citizens, we pressed for the
Like many others, to have a little pocket money, I started working at a young
government to allow for the Montreal
age. I had my first summer job at the age of 13, working as a caddy, carrying
Men
Algerians a chance at being regularized, if
golf bags. Between the ages of 17 to 22, I served in the Canadian reserves.
make history and
they met immigration standards. From
This allowed me to do relief work around the 1998 Ice Storm and the
not the other way
the government’s perspective, giving
Y2K scare. During my university years, I worked at the Concordia
around. In periods where
the 1000 non-status Algerians a
Student Union, which led to a passion for human rights advocacy and
bettering our society. It was in the student union that I realized that
there is no leadership, society chance at regularization made sense
every person can make a real change, to better the world we live in.
stands still. Progress occurs when too, since they lived here, knew our
society and could easily integrate. At
Upon completing university I travelled overseas to teach English in
an elementary school. I then secured a job closer to home, in courageous, skillful leaders seize the end, 900 of the 1000 qualified to
Ottawa, in human rights and media relations. After settling down
the opportunity to change stay in Quebec and Canada. This was
a huge victory and ended up being a
with my wife, we decided to live in Montreal, as both our families
things for the better.
win-win situation. It’s something I’m
were in the area. It was then, with the support and encouragement of
—Harry S. Truman
very proud of being a part of.
my wife, that I started my legal education and work as a legal
researcher.Of all my experience, I have to say human rights advocacy has
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The glamour, the style,

the elegance, the dazzle.

The Lux Style Awards, is back! The star studded over
whelming night was the most anticipated gala filled with
lots of surprises and awards presentations.
The Lux Style Awards is held annually in Pakistan since
2002.The awards are known to celebrate “style” in the
Pakistani entertainment industry, and also honour the
country’s best talents in film, television, music, and
fashion.
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Recently The Lux Style Awards of the year 2013 were held FOR the first
time in Lahore on 4th of July Thursday at Expo Center. The Event
started with a Red Carpet Ceremony and lit up as the stars
started to walk in with their designers outfits; the cameras
went crazy to take a one good picture of our actors, singers,
models and new talent.
The five hours long night of Lux Style Awards (LSAs) 2013
wrapped up by giving away number of awards to the Pakistan’s
showbiz talent belonging from fashion and music industry.
Pakistan’s legendary singer Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan was honored
with Lifetime Achievement Award in Music presented by Mian
Yousaf Salli and fashion icon Sehyr Saigol was also awarded the
Lifetime Achievement Award for promoting Pakistan’s fashion.
The rocking performances at Lux Style Awards (LSAs) 2013
included Ludi, Aamina Sheikh performing at Nusrat Ali Khan’s Aaja
Mahi, Aamina sheikh, Humaima and Atif Aslam performed at Nusrat
Fateh Ali’s Afreen Afreen and many more.
Lux Style Awards 2013 Winners:
Best TV Drama (satellite): Humsafar on Hum Tv
Best TV Actress (satellite): Mahira Khan for Humsafar
Best TV Actor (satellite): Fawad Khan for Humsafar
Best TV Drama (Terrestrial): Paayal on PTV
Best TV Actress (Terrestrial): Mahnoor Baloch for Tilafi
Best TV Actor (Terrestrial): Numan Ijaz for Qeemat
Best TV Director: Sarmad Khoosat for Humsafar
Best TV Writer : Khalil-ur-Rehman for Manjali
Model of Year Female: Mehreen Syed
Model of Year Male: Shezad Noor
Fashion Design Lawn: Sana Safinaz
Best High Street Brand: Khaadi
Best Menswear Designer: Ammar Bilal
Best Album Khamoshi: Ayesha Omer
Best OST: Zindgi Gulzar hai by Ali Zafar
The best dressed Female on the red carpet: Aamina Sheikh
The Best dressed Male: Ali Xeeshan (designer)
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Anjum Ayaz
A prolific artist, Anjum Ayaz had brought over 40 years of
experience to the international art scene. His unique and
avant-garde sculptures were made with stone and mixed
materials. His sculptures were created for public places,
beaches and gardens. Furthermore, the artwork of Anjum
had been showcased in Montreal, Paris, Marseille, Tokyo,
Dubai, New York, Beijing, The Hague, and throughout
Pakistan.

......................................
Pakistani sculptor and calligrapher
Anjum Ayaz’s is an established artist
who has exhibited internationally in
Australia, France, Canada, Japan and
China. His sculptures were
commissioned for the Athens and
Beijing
Olympics and can also be found in
public places in Pakistan, Tokyo and
Bondi Beach, Sydney. In his early
days, Ayaz studied under the
Pakistani calligraphy master Sadequain, and the calligraphy
works on show here are indicative of his teacher’s influence.
The works are verses from the Quran on which Ayaz
commented “These [works] are for my mother who
encouraged me to channel my talent towards this aspect of
art”.
Anjum Ayaz sees himself as a “public artist” and wants his
art to be accessible to everyone. He does not want it to be
confined to galleries and museums where he feels only a
small percentage of the Pakistani population will see it.
Therefore, his sculptures can be found in many public places

like parks, roundabouts and
the beachfront in the cities of
Pakistan. Tragically, his
works have often been
subject to vandalism;
however, the artist remains
optimistic. “yes it is painful,
but I haven’t lost hope”.
To me constant is stagnation. Movement
makes meaning pragmatic, change opens up
new horizons. Form is a complete entity,
pregnant with meaning, touching the orbits of
totality. It ultimately leads towards the finality
its meaning.

- Anjum Ayyaz
Courtesy:
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Ek Pagal Si Larki

Direction: Mrighdeep Singh Lamba
Cast: Pulkit Samrat, Manjot Singh, Ali Fazal, Varun Sharma, Richa Chadda,
Pankaj Tripathi, Priya Anand, Vishaka Singh
Four Dilli college boys find themselves in a bizarre situation while trying to
make quick bucks to pursue their dreams.This one's no campus-rumpus or
high-school pump-ups - with designer gals, prom nights, tight jeans and fancy
dreams. In fact, the four young protagonists stay pretty much out-of-class, outof-money and out of ladki-luck too.
Introducing the faltu foursome. Hunny
(Pulkit) is the one blessed with some
grey matter (never mind that he failed
the first grade, and twice after).
Choocha (Varun), is blessed with sona
and sapna (these aren't his women). He
sees weird dreams that only buddy
Hunny can decode, so they crack a
lottery number and win a jackpot (sone
pe suhaga!). Lali (Manjot) comes with
a big-heart `and a riotous sardar-senseof-humour. The boys have a simple
dream - to get a backdoor entry into
one of the coolest colleges (with the
hottest chicks) in Delhi. The fourth,
Zafar (Ali) is an aspiring musician, with nothing but a G-string (read: guitar)
and three loser boys for hope. Enter, the boisterous Bholi Punjaban (Richa)
with nothing holy or bholi about her, really. She pimps, sells drugs and spews
gaalis (maa, behen et al) galore. Bholi invests in the 'smart sapna scheme', but
all goes kaput and the boys wake up to insanity and reality.

Vidya Balan Won’t Be
Adding Kapur To Her
Surname

The name is Vidya – Vidya
Balan. The actress has revealed
that she will not be taking on
husband Siddharth Roy Kapur‘s surname, since he
will not be taking hers! HT reports that when asked
about adopting her husband’s surname she replied
“I don’t know who said that (I am changing my
name to Vidya Balan Roy Kapur.) I remain Vidya
Balan. I think Sid (Siddharth) and I both feel
that since he will remain Siddharth Roy
Kapur and not become Siddharth Balan
Roy Kapur, so I will remain Vidya
Balan and not become Vidya
Balan Roy Kapur.
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“Ek Pagal Si Larki is the story of two friends Imaan & Rumi”. Though both
come from a different set up and lifestyle but still they are good chums. One of
them hails from upper class while the other belongs from lower class. Naturewise they are as different as the North and South Pole, yet their friendship is
praise-worthy. Iman is a selfless and genuine person but Rumi is her opposite.
She is fake and an opportunist. She is kind of jealous by her friend’s way of
life. Her dreams are big and fanciful but to make them come true she could go
to any limit. She is ready to cross any limit for making her rich and wealthy
even at the rate of her friend’s life & love! Iman is betrothed to Affan, who is a
nice guy and loves her so much. Rumi is impressed by her friend’s fiancé,
Affan and tries to win his heart by useless means. Affan marries Iman but the
misunderstandings created by Rumi spoil their relation. Will Affan and Iman
ever become one once again? This is the plot of drama serial “Ek Larki Pagal
Pagal Si”

Chris Brown Charged With Misdemeanor
Hit-And-Run
LOS ANGELES: The Los
Angeles city attorney's office has
charged singer Chris Brown with
misdemeanor hit-and-run and
driving without a valid
license.City attorney spokesman
Frank Mateljan says the charges
filed Tuesday involve a minor
accident on May 21 in the San
Fernando Valley. If convicted,
Brown would face up to one year
in jail.Arraignment is scheduled
for July 15 at the Van Nuys
courthouse, but an attorney can appear on Brown's
behalf.Mateljan says the county district attorney's office will
be notified of the charges and it will be up to that office and the
courts to determine if the case will have any effect on Brown's
felony probation in the 2009 beating of singer Rihanna.A call
seeking comment from a Brown representative was not
immediately returned Tuesday.
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Shahrukh Khan
Only from the heart
can you touch the
sky...and when you
do...it pours on you
like love. I like
rains...a lot.
2 July

Faysal Qureshi
Set your goals high, and
don't stop till you get there.
3 July

Anupam Kher
"Do not judge anyone until
you stand in their place.":)
6 July

Farah Khan
" The most unfelt n underused emotion is
Gratitude.simply acknowledging it can sort
out every issue in ur head and heart."
2 July

Adnan Sami
Life isn't about waiting for the storm to
pass... it's about learning to dance in the
rain.
7 July

Mallika Sherawat

Veena Malik
To truly laugh....u must
be able to take ur pain
and play with it...!!!
30 June

A smooth life is
not a victorious
life30 June
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Afridi, Umar Akmal back as
Pakistan announce squad for West Indies
LAHORE: Pakistan Wednesday axed former captain Shoaib Malik, wicket-keeper batsman Kamran Akmal
and opener Imran Farhat for this month's limited-overs series in the West Indies, but dashing all-rounder Shahid Afridi
was back in the team.Selectors made four changes in the one-day team which crashed out of last month's eight-nation
Champions Trophy in England, losing all three games due to sloppy batting.Malik managed just 25 runs in three matches,
Kamran scored
23 in the same
number and
Farhat scored
four in two.
Pakistan failed to
cross the 170-mark
in any of their
games.They will
play five one-day
and two Twenty20
internationals in the
Caribbean, with the
first one-day match in
Guyana on July
14.Misbah-ul Haq
will lead the one-day
team while
Mohammad Hafeez
will skipper the
Twenty20
side.Chief selector
Iqbal Qasim said
the 16-man oneday and 15member T20
squads were
selected after
discussion
with the
team
manage
ment.“We have selected separate squads after consultation with Misbah and coach Dav Whatmore and we hope
that it will do well,” said Qasim.Afridi was dropped from the one-day squad twice in the last six months
after he failed to impress with both bat and ball, but Qasim said the all-rounder had been given
one more chance.He was first discarded for the one-day leg of the India tour in
January before making a comeback on the South Africa tour, but was
left out again for the Trophy.

Smiling Lisicki, Sleepy Bartoli In Wimbledon Final

Pakistan Fail To Reach World Hockey
League Semis
JOHOR BAHRU: Pakistan were defeated 3-4 by South
Korea in a quarter-finals played here in Malaysia
Thursday.
Pakistan were on top of points table in pool A and
unbeaten in the tournament while Korea did not get any
win and were at the bottom in the pool.Now Korea have
joined Germany Argentina and England in the semifinals.
After being failed to reach the semi-final in the
tournament Pakistan could not qualify to participate in
the FIH World Cup and now they need to win the Asia
Cup for this purpose
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LONDON:
Sabine Lisicki,
the smiling
darling of
Centre Court,
and eccentric
Marion Bartoli,
who happily
slept away the
minutes leading
up to her semifinal, set up an
u n l i k e l y
Wimbledon
f i n a l o n
Thursday.Lisicki, the 23rd seed, became the first German woman since 1999 to reach a
Grand Slam final when she defeated Polish fourth seed, Agnieszka Radwanska, 6-4, 26, 9-7.
French 15th seed Bartoli, meanwhile, eased into her second Wimbledon final with a 61, 6-2 demolition of Belgium's Kirsten Flipkens.Lisicki, dubbed 'Doris Becker' for her
howitzer serving by a tabloid British press in honour of her compatriot Boris Becker,
will on Saturday bid to become Germany's first champion at a major since Steffi Graf
beat Martina Hingis to claim the 1999 French Open.
Graf, who sent Lisicki a good-luck text ahead of the semi-final, was also the last
German to reach a final at a major when she was runner-up to Lindsay Davenport at
Wimbledon that same year.Lisicki reached the championship match the hard way
against last year's runner-up Radwanska.

Lux Style Award 2013

